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LATE TO LOVE

Late to Love is musically inspired by the genealogy of soul music that scans the genres of spirituals, folk, gospel, country,
R&B, blues, funk, jazz, hip-hop, neo-soul and nu-jazz. T-Bone Walker, Ray Charles, Gil Scott Heron, Stevie Wonder,
Marvin Gaye, Bill Withers, and Curtis Mayfield—with dashes of Willie Nelson and Pat Metheny—are the old foundation
for something entirely new: Augustinian soul music.

Late to Love is an original concept album that performs a reading of Augustine’s Confessions through soul music. It is not
a generic ode to a saint or holy person, nor it is a neutral and uncontroversial celebration of an important ancient book.
From beginning to end Rocha offers a bold and fresh reading of Augustine’s Confessions where the form is the content,
where melody and verse take the place of assertions and argument.

Wiseblood Records  fosters works that find redemption in uncanny places and people; wrestle us from the tyranny of
boredom; mock the pretensions of respectability; engage the hidden mysteries of the human heart, be they sources of either
violence or courage; articulate faith and doubt in their incarnate complexity; dare an unflinching gaze at human beings as
"political animals"; and suffer through this world's trials without forfeiting hope. To arrange an interview or request an
artist  photograph  please  email  Joshua  Hren,  editor-in-chief,  at  joshuahren@gmail.com. Find  out  more  at:
www.wisebloodbooks.com
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10                                                         $100
Shipping & Handling:                  $10.00
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